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1. Introduction 
In [4], D6sarm6nien and Foata showed that many generating functions for 
various permutation statistics can be easily derived from classical Schur function 
identities and basic properties of the Robinson-Schensted correspondence. In 
particular, they were able to derive permutation statistics, interpretations of 
the polynomials An(t1, qx, t2, q2), B,(t~, q~, t2, q2), Hn(Zl, Z2, t, q), and 
K.(zx, z2, t, q) which have the following generating functions. 
~, u" A,(ts, qs, t2, q2) = ~ t~2(u; 1 (0.1) 
,~o (tx; ql),+l(t2; q2),,+1 r,s~O ql, q2)r+x,s+l' 
u" B,(tl, ql, t2, q2) = ~ t~( -u ;  ql, q2)r+l,s+l, (0.2) 
,~o (tl;ql),,+l(t2;q2)n+l r,s~0 
u.H~(zs, z2, t,q) ~ tr 1 1-I 1 
,,~>o (t; q)n+l --r>~O (ZlU; q)r+l O*i<j~r (1 - u2z2qi+j) ' (0.3) 
1 u" K,(zl, z2, t, q)= ~ tr(__ZlU. ' q),+l l-I (1 -- U2Z2qi+j)" 
n>~O ( t ;  q)n+l r>~O O<~i<~]~r 
(0.4) 
Here we employ the standard notation in basic hypergeometric function theory 
that 
(a; q)o = 1, 
(a; q)n = (1 - a)(1 - aq) . . .  (1 - aqn-1), 
(a; q)oo = lim (a; q),  = 1--I (1 - aqn), 
t'l-..-~ ot~ I '1~0 
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and 
(u; q~, q2)r,s = 1, if either r or s equals O, 
(u; q~, q2)r,s = I-[ I-I (1 -  uqil-lq/2-1), ifr, s~>l, 
l<~i<~r l~]~s 
(u; q~, q2)oo = lim (u; q~, q2)r,s = 1-[ I - I  (1 - uq~-'q{-S). 
r,s ''.°° i>~l j>~l 
We note that formulas (0.1) and (0.3) were first proved by Gessel and Garsia [6] 
and Gessel [7] respectively via other methods while formulas (0.2) and (0.4) are 
due to D6sarm6nien and Foata. D6sarm6nien and Foata show in [4] that the 
formulas (0.1)-(0.4) are respectively consequences of the following four Schur 
function identities. 
~ Sx(x)S~(y)= i- I 1 (1.1) 
x i j  1 - xiyi '  
Sx(x)Sx,(y) = 1-[ (1 + xiY j )  , 
Z i,] 
(1.2) 
1 1 
Zc(~')a~'(X) "~ I~i (1 Z'ZX i )~ (1 "-'--XiXj)' (1.3) 
1 
E~, zr(~')a~.(X) "- Hi (1 + zxi) I--[i~j (1 --XiXj)' (1.4) 
where c(~.) and r(Z) equal the number of columns of odd length and the number 
of rows of odd length in the Ferrers diagram of 3. respectively. 
The notion of (k,/)-hook Schur functions HSx(Xl, . . . ,  Xk;y~, . . .  ,Y  l) was 
introduced by Berele and Regev [1] in their investigation of the representation 
theory of Lie superalgebras nd the combinatorics of (k,/)-hook Schur functions 
has been developed in [2], [13], and [14]. Now (k,/)-hook Schur functions may be 
defined in terms of classical skew Schur functions by 
HSx(x l , . . . ,  Xk; Yl, . . . , Yl) "- E S~(x1, " " , Xk)Sx./~,,(y~, . . . , yl). (1.5) 
Due to the fact that HSx(x; 0)= Sx(x) and HSz(0;y)= Sx,(y),  where g' denotes 
the conjugate partition of ~., there are single (k,/)-hook Schur function identities 
which generalize the pairs of identities (1.1)-(1.2) and (1.3)-(1.4) respectively. 
That is, we have 
~ HSx(x ;s )HSx(y ;  t )=  l-- I 1 ~i/ 1 x ,,, . . . .  1 - xiy j 1 -- Sity l-Ii,j (1 + xitj) 1-Ii,] (1 + yisj). 
(1.6) 
X zC(Z'HSx(x; Y) = ~ 1 1-I (1 + zyj) I-I 1 
x . 1 - zxi j i<j 1 - xixj 
x i -  I 1 1-i (1 + x, yi)" 
i~j 1 - YiYj i,j 
(1.7) 
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The identity (1.6) was first proved by Berele and Remmel [2] where they gave 
both an algebraic proof using Lie superalgebras nd a bijective proof utilizing a 
generalization of Knuth's [8] extension of the Robinson-Schensted correspon- 
dence between non-negative integer valued matrices and pairs of tableaux. 
Identiy (1.7) is new and will be proved in Section 2. 
The existence of common generalizations of (1.1)-(1.2) and (1.3)-(1.4) suggests 
that the methods of D6sarm6nien and Foata could be extended to (k,/)-hook 
Schur functions and provide a setting where one could give common generaliza- 
tions of the pairs of identities (0.1)-(0.2) and (0.3)-(0.4). The main purpose of this 
paper is to show there is such a setting. In particular we shall replace statistics 
over permutations which appear in formulas (0.1)-(0.4) by statistics over what we 
call bipermutations where a bipermutation of  n consists of a two line array 
• .  a n [g~: bn] such that there exist k/ and l / for i = 1, 2 with kl + ll = k2 + 12 n and 
a l ' "an  is the sequence 12- - -k l  i ~-' '" 11 and b l " "  bn is some rearrangement 
of the sequence 12- • - k2 i 2- • • 72. Thus there are n2nl bi-permutations of size 
n. We shall then prove in Section 4 that there are generating functions for 
polynomials in 8 variables P(k~llk2,12)(tl, ql, t2, q2, Sl, Pl, S2, P2) and in six vari- 
ables Q(k,O(zt, z2, t, q, s, p)  which can be specialized to give all the identities 
(0.1)-(0.4). Moreover, we shall show that there are many other specializations of
our generating functions which give rise to completely new generating functions 
for permutations which do not follow from (0.1)-(0.4). 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we shall define the various 
statistics required for the polynomials An, Bn, Hn, Kn, P(k~,t,,~2,t~), and Q(k,O. We 
shall also give the explicit form of the generating functions for P(k~,l~,k2,12), and 
a(k,t) and show how various specializations of those generating functions lead to 
new generating functions for permutation statistics. In Section 3, we shall give the 
necessary background for (k,/)-hook Schur functions and prove (1.7). In Section 
4, we shall modify the D6sarm6nien-Foata coding [4] to connect (k,/)-hook 
Schur functions and bipermutation statistics. Then in Section 5, we shall derive 
our generating functions for P(ka,l~,k2,12) and Q(k.O. Finally in Section 6 we shall 
show how a fundamental duality for (k,/)-hook Schur functions due to Berele 
and Regev [1] can be used to give another set of generating functions for 
bipermutation statistics which are similar but different for those of e(k~,t~,k2,lD and 
a(k,O. 
2. Permutation statistics 
We let S, denote the set of all permutations of 1 , . . . ,  n, and let I, denote the 
set of involutions of S,, i.e., I. = { o e Sn I o = 0-1}. Given o = o1" • " o,, in Sn, we 
define the descent set of o by Des(o) = {i I i < n and o/> o/+1} and the codescent 
set of o by Codes(o) = { i l i  <n  and oi < o/+1} = {1 , . . . ,  n - 1}\Des(o). We 
then define the following statistics for a permutation o e S, where we employ the 
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notation x(A) = 1 if the statement A is true and x(A) = 0 if A is false. 
(a) 
n--1 
des(a) = ~'~ x(i e Des(a)),  
i=1 
ides(o) = des(o-I), 
(b) 
n-1  
codes(o)= ~ z(i  e Codes(o)), 
i=1 
icodes(o) = codes(o-1), 
(c) 
n--1 
maj(o) = ~ iz(i e Des(o)), 
i=1 
n -1  
(d) comaj(o) = ~ iz(i e Codes(o)), 
i=1 
imaj(o) = maj(o-1), 
icomaj(o) = comaj(o-a). (2.1) 
If o e In, we let Fix(a) denote the number of fixed points of o and Tram(o) 
denote the number of transpositions of o so that Tram(o) = ½(n - Fix(a)). Now 
the four polynomials An, Bn, Hn, and Kn referred to in the introduction are 
defined as follows. 
An(t1, ql ,  t2, q2)-" E "des(°)t~maj(°)'ides(°)"~imaj(°) ~1 t/1 ~2 t'/22 , 
oeSn 
gn(tl, ql, t2, q2)= E ,eodes(o)..~comaj(o)÷ides(o)...imaj(o) ~1 t/1 ~2 t/2 , 
o ¢Sn 
Hn(Z1, Z2, t, q )= E .~Fix(o)..Trans(o)÷des(o)..,maj(o) 
o¢In 
K~(zl, z2, t, q)= ~ ..Fix(o)..Trans(o)÷codes(o),.,eomaj(o) -1 -2 " ~ • (2.2) 
Oeln 
We next consider statistics on bipermutations. In a bipermutation there are two 
m 
types of numbers, namely regular numbers 1, 2 , . . .  and barred numbers 1, 2 , . . .  
In all that follows, we will assume that we order these two sets of numbers o that 
1 < 2 <-  • • < i < 2 <-  • •. We let B (k, l, a, b) denote the set of all two line arrays 
•-k i . - -1  
_ .o~], where o1""  OkOi''" 07 is some rearrangement of °=[ol , :  oko  
1 • • • a i - • • b and k + l = a + b. Thus B~, the set of all bipermutations of size n, 
is given by 
B~ = ~ B(k, l, a, b) 
k+l=a+b=n 
Given o in B (k, l, a, b), we let o-1 denote the two line array which results from o 
by simply flipping all pairs of the form [on] and [~] in o and then reordering the 
pairs so that the top row reads 1 • • • a 1. • •/~. An example of o and its inverse is 
given in Fig. 1. 
o=1412321 e B(4, 3, 3, 4), 342 i31 J  eB(3,  4, 4,3). 
Fig. 1. The inverse of a bipermutation. 
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Of course, in general if o e B(k, l, a, b), then o -1 e B(a, b, k, l). Also for 
o ~ B(k, l, a, b), we refer to the array [o11 ~kk] as the regular part of o and to the 
[oi---o~] as the barred part of o. Note that the numbers 01" 'ok  in the array i...7 
regular part of o need not necessarily be all regular numbers. For example, the 
regular part of the o in Fig. 1 is r-~2-3 t41 4]. Finally, we say that tr~ B, is a 
bi-involution if c~ = a~ -~ and let In denote the set of all bi-involutions. Note that if 
o ~ I, fq B(k, l, a, b), then k = a, l = b, and k + l = n, so we let I(k, l) denote 
I, NB(k , l , k , l ) .  
The basic idea of the statistics we define on Bn is to take a statistic such as 
des(o) defined on S,, and have it correspond to a pair of statistics on B,, des(o) 
and des(o), where des(o) keeps track of the descents in the regular part of o and 
des(o) keeps track of the descents in the barred p_art of o. More formally, we 
make the following definitions for o = [~ kok °ii'".. o_]l ~ B(k, l, a, b). 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Des(o) = {il i  <k and O i > O i+I )  , 
Codes(o) = (i l i < k and O" i • O i+1)  , 
k- -1  
des(o)= ~ x(i e Des(o)), 
i=1  
l - -1  
des(o) = ~ x(i ~ Des(o)), 
i=1  
k -1  
codes(o)= ~ x(i e Codes(o)), 
i=1  
l - -1 
(f) codes(o) = ~ 3f(i e Codes(o)), 
i=1  
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(J) 
k-1  
maj(o) = ~'~ i•(i ~ Des(o)),  
i=1  
l - -1  
maj(o) = ~ ix(i ~ Des(o)), 
i=1  
k - -1  
comaj(o) = ~ ix(i e Codes(o)), 
i=1  
1--1 
comaj(o) = ~ iz(i ~ Codes(o)), 
i=1  
Des(o) = ( i l i  <[  and ~> o/--~-i}, 
(2.3) 
Codes(o) = {i 17 < l and o7 < o/---~--~}, 
ides(o) = des(o- 1), 
ides(o) = des(o-I), 
icodes(o) = codes(o- 1), 
icodes(o) = codes(o- 1), 
imaj(o) = maj(o-1), 
imsj(O) = maj(o-1), 
icomaj(o) = comaj(o-1), 
icomaj(o) = comaj (o-1). 
Now if o ~ In, we define Fix(o) to be the number of fixed points of o and 
Trans(o) = ½(n - Fix(o)) to be the number of transpositions of o. For example, if 
o is the element of B(4, 3, 3, 4) given in Fig. 1, we have Des(o)= {1, 2}, 
Des(o) = {1}, Des(o -1) = {1}, and Des(o -I) = {3} so that des(o)= 2, ma j (o )= 
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3, des(o )  = 1, ma j (o )  = 1, ides(o)  = 1, ima j (o )  = 1, ides(o)  = 1, and imaj (o)  = 3. 
Similarly one can check that codes(o)=1,  comaj(o)=3,  codes(o)=1, 
comaj(o) = 2, icodes(o) = 1, icomaj(o) = 2, icodes(o) = 2, and icomaj(o) = 3. 
We are now in position to define our two polynomials P(kl,l~,k2,t2) and Q(k,l) and 
state the formulas which generalize (0.1)-(0.2) and (0.3)-(0.4) respectively. First 
for any kl, ll, k2, and 12 where kl + ll = k2 + 12, we define 
P(kl,ll, k2,12)(tl, ql, t2, q2, Sl, Pl, S2, P2) 
- -  E r l  t'des(°)"~ maj (°) t" ¢°des(°) "~ c°maJ(°) t/1 "1 / J1 "2 tides( ° ) "  imaj (°) t'ic°des(°)'~ ic°maJ (°) 9-/2 02 / /2  • 
oEB(klllk212) 
(2.4) 
In Section 4, we shall use (1.6) and properties of a generalization of a 
Robinson-Schensted correspondence for (k,/)-hook Schur functions developed 
in [2] to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.1. 
n~O kl+ll=k2+12=n 
AklBllCk2Dl2 P(k1,11,k2,12)(tl, ql, t2, q2, S1, Pl, $2, P2) 
(q; ql)k~+l(Sl; Pl)l~+l(t2; q2)k2+l(S2; P2)/:+l 
~_~ ,alobl,~ob2 ( -uAD;  ql, PE)a~+l,b2+a(--uBC; Pl, qE)bl+l.~2+l 
~,,b~,~2,b,~O,~ Ol ,2o2 (uAC; ql, q2)a,+l,a2+~(uBD; p~, P2)b,+1,b2+l 
(2.5) 
It is easy to see from our definitions that if we set B = D = 0 and A = C = 1 in 
(2.5) and multiply both sides by (1 -s l ) (1 -s2)  that (2.5) will reduce to (0.1). 
Similarly, if we set A = D = 0 and B = C = 1 in (2.5), multiply both sides by 
(1 - q)(1 - s2) and then set Sl = tl and Pl = qa, then (2.5) will become (0.2). 
We note that other specializations of the variables in (2.5) yield many other 
interesting and new generating functions for statistics of pemutations which do 
not follow from either (0.1) or (0.2) so that (2.5) contains much more information 
than both (0.1) and (0.2). For example, suppose that we let q = ql = D = 0 and 
C = B = 1 in (2.5). With these substitutions, the only bipermutations which can 
contribute to the left hand side of (2.5) are o ~ B(kl,  11, n, O) where Ol <-  • • < 
Ok1. Now dearly we can identify a bipermutation in B(kx, ll, n, 0) with a 
permutation i  Sn. Now since the bottom line of o e B(kl,  11, n, 0) consists of all 
regular numbers, note that i¢odes(o)= ieomaj(o)=0. Moreover thinking of 
o ~ B(k~, 11, n, 0) as a permutation we see that we can define the following 
substitutes for our bipermutation statistics des(o), maj(o), codes(o), and 
comaj(o), where k = kl, 
DeS<k(O) = {i <k l  oi > oi+1}, 
deS<k(O) = IDes<k(o)l, 
maj<k(o) = ~ ix(i e Des<k(o)), 
Codes>k(o) = {il Oi+k < Oi+k+l}' 
codes>k(O) = ICodes>k(o)l, 
comaj>k(O) = ~, ix(i e Codes>k(o)). (2.6) 
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It then follows that 
E o eothm(o) n eommj(o)~ides( o)~ imaj (o) 
oa F1 ~2 t'/2 
oeB(k,l,n,O) 
o1~. . . .~o  k 
---- E o1°c°deS>k(tl)nc°maj>k(°)~ides(cO"imaj(°)t11 ~2 it2 
o~S~ 
o1<. . .<o  k 
= M,,k(Sl, Pl, t2, q2). (2.7) 
Now it is easy to see that under our substitutions, the left hand side of (2.5) 
becomes 
1 ~ u" ~ A* M.,k(sl,pl, tz, qz) 
1 -- S2n>~ 0 O~k~n ($1; pl).-k+l(t2; qz).+a" 
On the other hand, the right hand side of (2.5) becomes 
E ~1°bl'a2~'b2"2 02 (--u;pa, qZ)b,+l.a2+l 
b,.b~.~>~O (uA ; qz)~+ l 
1 X? ( -u ;  Pl, q2)b,+l,a2+l sblt~ 1
1 s2 - (uA"  q2)a2+ 1 bl ,a2~0 
Thus dropping the subscripts and dividing out by 1/(1--$2) will 
following generating function for permutations which start with 
sequence: 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
yield the 
increasing 
Corollary 2.2. 
Xu"X Ak X 
n>-O O<~k<~n o~Sn 
Ol<---<O k 
sc°des>g(°)pc°maj>k(°)tides(o)qimaj(°) 
(s;p)n-k+l(t;q)n+a 
-'--- E tasb ( - -u ;p ,  q)b+l,a+l 
a,b>~O (uA; q)a+l  
(2.10) 
One gets similar results by setting tl = ql "-  C = 0 and B = D = 1, sl =Pl  ~ D = 
0 and B = C = 1, or sa =Pl  = C = 0 and B = D = 1 in (2.5). We list the resulting 
generating functions for permutation which either start with increasing sequences 
or end with decreasing sequence: 
Corollary 2.3. 
ZUn E A  k 
n~O O<~k~n 
E 
aeS. 
o'1<...<o" k 
$codes>k( O )p COmaj>k (O ) facodesf O) qiCOmaj( o) 
(s;p).--k+X(t;q).+l 
= ~, f s  b (-uA;q),.+l 
a,b~O (u;p, q)b+l,a+l' 
(2.11) 
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Zu"Za Z 
n~O O<~k<~n o~Sn 
ak+l>'">tY  n 
un X Ak X 
n~O O<~k~n o¢Sn 
ak+l>'">a n 
sdes<k( O)p maj<k( o)tides( a) qirnaj( o ) 
(s;p)k+l(t;q),+a 
-" Z lash ( - -u ;q)a+l  
a,b>~O (uA; p, q)b+l,a+l 
S des<k(O)p maj<k(o)ticodes(O)qieOmaj(o) 
(s; p)k+l( t ;  q)n+l 
= Z taS6 (-um;p, q)b+l,a+l 
a,b~>O (u; q)a+l 
, (2 .12)  
(2.13) 
Note that (2.10) arises from (2.13) by replacing u by uA and A by A -~ from 
which we can conclude that the distribution of (codes>k, comaj>k, ides, imaj) 
over permutations in S, whose first k elements are in increasing order is the same 
as the distribution of (des<,,_k, maj<,_k, icodes, icomaj) over permutations in Sn 
whose last k elements are in decreasing order. A similar statement follows from 
(2.11) and (2.12). See Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 for explicit statement of such results. 
Of course, one can easily specialize (2.5) to get generating functions of 
permutations o where we impose any combination of restrictions on both o and 
0 -1 with regards to starting or ending with increasing or decreasing sequences. 
We shall not persue such specializations here. However before leaving the subject 
of the specializations of (2.5), we cannot resist giving two rather remarkable 
generating functions that arise from (2.12) and (2.13). That is, if we set p = 1, 
replace A by A(1 - s), and then multiply both sides by 1 - s and take the limit as 
s approaches 1, we end up with the following generating functions 
tides(O)q irnaj(°) f(u; q)a+l (2.14) 
Z un Z ak Z (t;q),+a = Z (1 -  ua[a + 1])' 
n~O O~k<~n o~Sn a~O 
Ok+l>. . .>O n 
Zu"Z Ak Z 
n~O O<-k<~n o¢Sn 
Ok+l>'">O n 
ticodes( o) qicomaj( o) 
(t; q),,+l 
t a 
= a~>0 ~] (U; q)a+l(1 -- ua[a + 1])' 
(2.15) 
where [n] = 1 + q +. -  • + q,,-1. Then setting A = 0 in (2.15) and (2.14) yield the 
following identities which can be derived combinatorially by rather amusing 
partititon theoretic arguments. 
u n f =~u 
,,~o(t;q),,+l ,,~o( ;q),,+a' 
(2.16) 
u~fq(9 
(2.17) 
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For involutions, we define 
Q~&I, ~2, t, 4, s, P) = c zl Fix(u) Trans(a+des(a) ~2 4 
maj(a)gcodes(u) comaj(u) 
P * 
UEZ(k,l) 
Then in Section 4, we shall prove (2.18) 
= c (-UZJ;P),+I(-U~Z~AB; q,p)o+l,b+l 
a,bao tush (UzlA; q)a+l IIo,,<j<, (1 - U2z2A2q’+‘) rl[0si<jsb (1 - u’z~B”P~“‘)’ 
(2.19) 
In this case, it is easy to see that in (2.19) setting B = 0 and multiplying both sides 
by 1 -s yields (0.3) and setting A = 0, multiplying both sides by 1 - t and then 
setting s = t and p = q yields (0.4). As with (2.5), we can see that (2.19) contains 
strictly more information than (0.3) and (0.4) by showing that new generating 
functions for involutions arise from other specializations. For example, using the 
same kind of analysis as before we can get generating functions for involutions 
which start with increasing sequences by setting t = q = 0, and B = 1. 
CoroIIary 2.5. 
Fix(u) Trans(u)scodes,k(u) comaj,,(u) 
c zf c Ak c z1 
n30 Osksn UEZ, 
z2 (s.p) _ p 
, n k+l 
(-uzI;P)b+I(-u2z2A; P)b+l = 
Zosb (1 - UZ,A)&,i~j~b(l-U2Z2pi+j)' 
Similarly setting s = p = 0 and B = 1 yields generating functions for involutions 
which end in decreasing sequence 
Corollary 2.6. 
z1 
Fix(u) Trans(o)tdes,k(u) 
z2 @. q) q 
maj,,(a) 
c un c Ak c 
n*O Ocksn CWZ, , k+l 
3. (k, I)-hook Schur functions 
In this section, we shall first give a brief review of the basic definitions of 
(k, I)-hook Schur functions and the generalization of the Robinson-Schensted 
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correspondence needed to prove (1.6). We shall then show that this correspon- 
dence also proves (1.7). 
Given a partition ), = 0'1 I>" • • ~> )'k > 0), the Ferrers diagram of shape ), is the 
set of left justified rows of cells or squares with )-1 cells in the top row, )-2 cells in 
the next row, etc. For example, 
F(4,3,3,1) -
Given two partitions, ), = ()'1, • • •, )'k) and # = (#1, • • •, #1), we write # ~< ), if 
1 ~< k and #i ~< )'i for i = 1 , . . . ,  l. If # <~ ),, the skew diagram of shape ),/# consists 
of the squares of Fx that remain after we remove the squares of F~. For example, 
if ), = (4, 3, 2, 1) and # = (2, 1, 1), then 
Fx/~ - 
f 
In what follows, we shall consider fillings of skew diagrams F~/~, with two types 
m 
of numbers, namely regular numbers 1, 2 , . . .  and barred numbers 1, 2, . . . .  
Recall we have established the convention that 1 < 2 <-  • - < ] < 2 <-  • -. A 
column strict tableau T~ of shape )-/# is a filling of the cells of F~/~, with either all 
regular numbers of all bared numbers uch that the numbers in each row weakly 
increase from left to right and the numbers in each column strictly increase from 
top to bottom. A row strict tableau T of shape )-/# is a filling of the cells of F~/~, 
with either all regular numbers or all barred numbers such that the numbers in 
each row strictly increase from left to right and the numbers in each column 
weakly increase from top to bottom. A (k, l)-semistandard tableau T of shape 
),/# is a filling of Fx/~, with numbers from the set {1 , . . . ,  k, 1 , . . . ,  i} such that 
(i) the regular part of T, i.e., the cells of Fx/~, which contain regular numbers, form 
a column strict tableau T~ of shape fl/l~ where fl is some partition such that 
/z ~< fl ~< )., and (ii) the barred part of T, i.e., the cells of Fx/~, which contain barred 
numbers, form a row strict tableau Tb of shape ),~ft. For example, T in Fig. 2 is a 
(3, 4)-semistandard tableau of shape (4, 4, 2, 1). 
A standard tableau S of shape ),//~ is a column strict tableau of shape ),/g in 
which the numbers 1 , . . . ,  n occur where n = = number of cells in Fx/~,. For 
emphasis we shall refer to column strict (row strict, etc.) tableaux T of shape ),//~ 
where/~ ~0 as skew tableaux and to column strict (row strict, etc.) tableaux of 
shape ), as simply tableaux. 
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We let T(k,O(Ml~) denote the set of all (k,/)-semistandard (skew) tableaux of 
shape ~./Iz. Thus T(k,O)(~./lg) is the set of all column strict skew tableaux of shape 
A//~ filled with regular numbers (1 , . . . ,  k}. Note that T(k,o)(A/lg) ~_ T(k,l)(Ml~). 
Given T e r(k,1)(~) or for that matter any filling T of Fx with the numbers from 
{1 , . . . , k , f , . . . , i} ,  we define the type of T, r(T), as r (T )= 
(v l , . . . ,  Vk; t~1, . . . ,  tgl) where vi = number of times i occurs in T and #j = 
number of times ] occurs in T. We define the weight of such a T, to(T), by 
to(T)=x~ 1...x~k*y~ ~.. .yr ' .  For example, for T of Fig. 2, ~(T)= 
(2, 2, 1; 2, 1, 1, 2) and to(T)= 2 2 2 2 xlx~xaYlYEYaY 4. We then can define the (k, l)- 
hook Schurfunction HS~(xl, . . . ,  Xk; Yl, • . - ,  Y/) by 
HSx(xl,. .. ,xk;Yl , .  . . , yl) = ~ to(T), 
T ~ T(kj)(~.) 
and the (k, O-hook Skew Schur function HS~/,(x~,.. . ,  Xk;  Y l ,  • • • , Y l )  by 
(3.1) 
HS~/F,(xl,..., Xk; Y l , . . . ,  Yl) = ~ to(T). (3.2) 
T ~ T(k ,O(Mpt ) 
The definition of (k,/)-semistandard tableaux and (k,/)-hook Schur functions 
via (0.1) was first given by Berele and Regev in [1] where they showed that 
(k,/)-hook Schur functions correspond naturally to irreducible representations of 
Lie superalgebras. Now (k, 0)-hook Schur functions and skew Schur functions are 
simply the classical Schur functions S~(x l , . . . ,  Xk) and skew Schur functions 
S~/~,(xl,..., Xk). Moreover it is clear from our definitions of the HS~(x;y) that 
(1.5) expresses HSx(x l , . . .  , xk ;y l , . . .  ,Y3 in terms of classical skew Schur 
functions. 
Next we need to recall the generalization of the Robinson-Schensted (RS) 
correspondence introduced by Berele and Remmel [2] to give a combinatorial 
proof of (1.6). We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the usual row 
insertion algorithm and dual row insertion algorithm as described in Knuth's work 
[8, 9]. The essential ingredients for our generalization of the RS-correspondence 
is the correct analogue of the Schensted bumping process o that we can insert a 
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T = 1 1 2 2 ] 
2 3 4 i 5. 
T ,¢= I = 
T ~ '2  = 
1 
1 1 ,(~) 2 1 :2 = 1 1 1 2 i :2 
2~(~ ~" 4 i 5~ 2 2 4 i 5. 
(,~) 2. 3 3 2 3 
@ 
$ 
1 1 2 2 !~, ,~ = 1 1 22  i 2 
2 3 4 1 .~  2 3 4 i 2 
© 
Fig. 3. 
regular number or a barred number into (k, l)-semistandard tableau T. The idea 
is that we insert a regular number x into T via the usual row insertion algorithm 
and insert a barred number ~ into T via the dual row insertion algorithm. A 
formal recursive definition of inserting z into T, denoted by T ~ z, may be found 
in [2] but the process hould be clear to those familiar with tableaux theory from 
the examples given in Fig. 3 where for emphasis we indicate the sequence of 
elements of T which are affected by the insertion or the so called bumping  path of 
z in T by circling the sequence of elements and then giving the final result. 
In [2], the generalization of the RS-correspondence d scribed above was used 
to give a bijective correspondence 0 between certain integer valued matrices and 
pairs of tableaux. To describe this correspondence, we need some more notation. 
First we let M(k l ,  11, k2,/2) denote the set of all (k 2 +/2) × (kl + l~) matrices 
M = IIMiall such that 
(i) Mia is a nonnegative integer if either i <~ k2 and j ~< kl or k2 < i and k~ <j,  
and 
(ii) Mi,je {0, 1}, otherwise. 
These conditions are pictured in Fig. 4. 
Given M ~ M(k l ,  l~, k2, 12), let r (M)  = (rl, • • • ,  rk~+12), where ri equals the ith 
row sum of T and c(M)  = (c l ,  • • • ,  Ck,+t,), where ci equals the ith column sum of 
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(0, 1)-Matrix Nonnegative integer 
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Fig. 4. Condit ions for M(k~, ll, k2,/2) matrices. 
T. We l e t  T(k,l)(,~', r) denote the set of all (k, l)-semistandard tableaux T of shape 
such that the type of T = r = ( r~, . . . ,  rk+t). 
The bijection 0 used to prove (1.6) in [2] maps M r' C(k 1, ll, k2, 12), the set of all 
M e M(kt, Ii, k2,/2) such that r(M) = ~ and c(M) =~, onto ~ T(kl,tl)(;~, ~) X 
T(k2,12)(,~, "F), the set of all pairs of tableaux (P, Q) of the same shape where P is a 
(kt,/0-semistandard tableau of type ~ and Q is a (k2,/2)-semistandard tableau of 
type 7. 0 can be described as follows: First given a matrix M e Mr'C(kx, ll, k2,/2) 
form a word r (M)= r l -  • • rn made up of biletters ri = (~,~) as follows. We label 
the columns of M from right to left by 1 , . . . ,  kl, f , . . . ,  il respectively and label 
the rows of M from top to bottom by 1 , . . . ,  k2,  f ,  . . . , 12 respectively. Then for 
each entry M~ a of M, the word r(M) will contain Mia biletters of the form (P), 
where p is the label the ith row of M and q is the label of the jth column of M. 
Within the word r(M) the biletters are arranged so that their top elements weakly 
increase. Among all those biletters with same top elements, we order them 
according to the following criterion: 
(i) A sequence of biletters ~ (j)( j~).--(],) ,  where i is a regular number, is 
arranged so that in the word ix , . . . ,  I"~, all the regular numbers precede all the 
barred numbers, the regular numbers are weakly increasing, and the barred 
numbers are strictly increasing. (Note: Our conditions on M ensure that a biletter 
(~) can occur at most once in ~(M) for any barred number ].) 
(ii) A sequence of biletters / ~ (i~)(J:)"'(J,), where i is a barred number is 
arranged so that in the word 11 , . . . ,  I"~, all the barred numbers precede all the 
regular numbers, the barred numbers are weakly decreasing, and the regular 
numbers are strictly decreasing. (Note: Out conditions on M ensure that a biletter 
(~) can occur at most once in r(M) for any regular number ].) 
For example, for M e M v'z(3, 2, 2, 3) given below, where ~ = (3, 4, 4, 3, 2) and 
~= (5, 2, 1, 3, 5), 
1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1  i i i 2 2 2 ~ ~ 
Next we form a pair of tableaux (P, Q) of the same shape by letting 
P = ¢ ~ bl" • • b,, and Q be the tableau which uses the top row of lr(M) to record 
the growth of P. That is, as bj is inserted into Tj_I = ¢ ~b l . - -b j _~ to form a 
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new tableau Tj = T/_~ ~ b j, there is exactly one new square created. We put aj 
into the cell of Q that corresponds to the new created cell in Tj. We then define 
$(M) = (P, Q). For example, the first few steps of the growth of the P and Q 
tableaux as well as the final tableau P and Q for our example are given in Fig. 5. 
rowlabels---> 1 2 3 1 
M = 
0 2 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
0 1 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
2 ~ column labels 
1 
1 2 
0 i ,  
22 
13 
4)#1 
4)#11 
4)# 112 
(p # 11:22 
P 
m 
Ill 
I11 
Ill 
W 
11 
llEI 
2 2 
i 
i ~_ 
i 
Q 
D2 
5-m 
1111111 
I 111111 
1 
2 
i 
i 
1 11212[2  
Fig. 5. 
The bijection 0 " M"C(kl, Ii, k2, 12)"'> T(kl,ll)( ~,, ~-) × T(k2,12)( ~,, F) has important 
weight preserving properties. That is, we define the weight of M, to(M), to be the 
polynomial which results by replacing each bfletter (~) in v(M) by (a) xjyi if both i 
and j are regular, (b) xjti if ] is regular and i is barred, (c) sjyi if ] is barred and i is 
regular, and (d) sjt~ if both i and j are barred. For example, the weight of the 
matrix M in our examples is 
(xlYl)2(s2 yl)(x2Y2)2(sl y2)(s2Y2)(Sl t )2(X3tl)(X l tl)(S2t2)2(xl t2)(S2t3)(xl t3). 
Now it is easy to see that 0 preserves weight, i.e., if O(M)= (P, Q), then 
to(M) = tol(P)to2(Q), where tol(P)= to(P) with Yi replaced by si and toE(Q)= 
to(Q) with x~ replaced by yj and yj replaced by tj. Thus 0 is a weight preserving 
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bijection between M(k~, l~, k2, 12) and Ex T(kl,ll)(~,) X T<k2,t2)(~.). We note that 
(1.6) easily follows since it is easy to see that the left hand side of (1.6) is the 
weight generating function of Ex T(kl,h)(/~) X T(k2,12)(Z ) while the right hand side 
of (1.6) is the weight generating function of M(kl, 11, k2, 12). 
To prove the identity (1.7), we shall rely on the fact that the correspondence 0 
can be reduced to the usual RS-correspondence for permutations. That is, 
suppose we are given a word z(M) of some matrix M e M(k~, ll, k2, 12). We 
associate a permutation o(M)= (2 - . -  2n) with r(M) as follows: Suppose that 
lr(M) = (~1) . - .  (~).  First take the bottom word of z(M)o9 = 091 . . .  o9~ and 
suppose to has aii's for i = 1 , . . . ,  kl and bj ]'s for j = 1, . . . .  ,11. Then ch • • • on 
is obtained by first labeling the l 's from left to right with 1 , . . . ,  a~, the 2's from 
left to right with al + 1 , . . . ,  al + a2, etc. and then labeling the i 's from right to 
left by l+~a~, . . . ,b~+Ea i ,  the ?.'s from right to left by l+b~+ 
E a~,. . . ,  b2 + bx + ~ ai, etc. An entirely similar process is used to label the top 
word of I:(M) except that we label both the regular numbers and the barred 
numbers from left to right so that by our conventions the result will always be 
1. • • n. For example if M is the matrix of our examples, then 
~- . .~ ,=1122212113122121,  
and 
a l ' ' "  O" n ---- 1 2 (16) 6 7 (11) (15) (10) 9 8 3 (14) (13) 4 (12) 5. 
Then the following is proved in [2], see Theorem 4. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose M ~ M(kl, ll, k2, 12), O(M) = (P, Q), z(M) = 
( I l l ) .  . ~.n 1 . .  n • (,o.), o(M) = (o1" an)' and aRS>(L, R), i.e., o is associated to the pair 
of standard tableaux (L, R) via the usual row insertion algorithm, then P results 
from L by replacing oi by o9i and Q result from R by replacing i by ~ for 
i= l , . . . ,n .  
Next we need to consider what happens to the transpose M T of a matrix 
M e M(kx, ll, k2, 12) under our correspondences. Indeed, we can prove the 
following 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose M ~ M(kl, ll, k2, 12), then 
( i )  M T e M(k2, 12, kl, 11), 
(ii) o(M T) = o(M) -1, 
(iii) O(M T) = (Q, e), where O(M) = (g, Q). 
Proof. The fact that (i) holds is immediate from our definitions. To prove (ii), we 
need to consider how we can construct he word of M r from the word of M. So 
suppose r (M)  ~1 ~. = • • • (,o ). It not that we construct r (M T" (,ol) is difficult to see can 
from ~(M) via the following three step process. First flip each biletter (~,) to (4%', 
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to get a word Fr(M). Next rearrange the biletters in F~(M) to form a new word 
RF~(M) so that the top letters are in increasing order while ensuring that for any 
letter x, the biletters in the x-block, i.e., all those biletters whose top letter is x, 
have the same relative order in both Fz(M) and RFr(M). It is then easy to see 
that in any x-block in RF~(M), the bottom letters are weakly increasing. This is 
not quite what we want because for those x-blocks in z(MT), where x is a barred 
number, we want the bottom letters of the x-block to be weakly decreasing. 
Hence we obtain ~(M T) from RF(z(M)) by simply reversing the order of the 
biletters within each x block, where x is barred. Next we claim that the process of 
going from a = a(M) to a-: ,  we must follow the same three step process. That is, 
to go from o to o -1, we first flip the pairs (}) in the two line notation for a to pairs 
(i). Then if we rearrange those pairs (~) exactly as we rearranged their 
corresponding pairs in going from Fz(M) to RFz(M), we see that since we 
labeled the regular numbers from left to fight in to : . . ,  to, to get o1""  o,, the 
segment of those (~)'s where j corresponds to a regular number will be in the 
correct order. However since we labeled the barred numbers in o9:--- to, from 
right to left, the order of those pairs (~), where j corresponded to a fixed barred 
number have to be reversed. This means that if we take the two line notation for 
o- :  and replace each i in the bottom line by )~i and each a~ in the top line by toi, 
we must end up with r(MT). Moreover since by convention, ~: - - .  ~, was a 
weakly increasing sequence of regular and barred numbers, it is easy to see that 
in going from a- :  to lr(M T) that l 's in ~(M T) correspond to the lowest numbers in 
a-:, the 2's in r(M T) correspond to 
need prove to show that o(M T) = a - :  
i precedes i + 1 in a - :  and if )-i = ~i+1 
the next lowest numbers, etc. Thus all we 
is that if/~i = /~i+1 is a regular number, then 
is a barred number, then i + 1 precedes in i 
and a-: .  However this last property easily follows from a case by case analysis 
based on the conditions (i) and (ii) in our original definition of z(M) and we leave 
the details to the reader. 
Finally for (iii), we use a well known result of Schensted [16] which states that 
for any permutation o, oRS)(P, Q) if and only if a-:R---~S(Q, P). Thus (iii) follows 
immediately by applying Theorem 3.1 and part (ii) to Schensted's results. [] 
We need one last result before we can derive (1.7). 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose M e M(kl, ll, k2, /2) and M = M T, then 
(i) kl = k2 and ll = 12, 
(ii) O(M) = (P, P) for some P E T(g~,I1), 
(iii) if the shape of P is ,~ and c(A) = # of odd columns of 2~, then 
c(Z) = ~ M,,a +_ ~_  z (M~/s  odd). 
Proof. Note that (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Theorem 3.2. For part (iii), 
we need a result of Schutzenberger [17] which states that if a is permutation such 
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that o = o -1 and o RS> (p, p), then the number of fixed points of o equals the 
number of odd columns of P. Thus in light of Theorem 3.1, we need only prove 
that 
Fix(o(M)) = ~ Maa +_ E_ x(M~ is odd). (3.1) 
l <~a<~kl l <~b<~ll 
So suppose r(M) = (~1)'" xn • (~on). Note that since M = M T, the distribution of i's 
and i's in Zl """ )-n and to1 "" • ton are the same. Since we labeled the l's first, 2's 
second, etc. in both the top and bottom lines of r(M) to produce o(M), is easily 
follows that the only possible fixed points of o(M) arise from pairs (~,) where 
either )./= to/= a is regular number of ~./= to/=/~ is a barred number, i.e., fixed 
points of o(M) can only arise from the diagonal entries of M. Moreover a 
moments thought about the symmetry forced by the condition that M = M T, will 
convince one that if we fix any x and we look at the block of pairs in o(M) of the 
form (x.. :~), then the set of labels of the x's in the top row equals the set of 
labels in the bottom. The only difference is that if x is a regular number, then 
these x's are labeled from left to right in both the top and bottom rows so that 
they all correspond to fixed points in o(M). However, if x is a barred number, the 
x's on the top are labeled from left to right but the x's on the bottom are labeled 
from right to left so that we get a fixed point if and only if the block has odd 
length. [] 
We are now in a position to see that (1.7) follows from our bijection 0. That is, 
by Theorem 3.3(ii), we see that 0 maps the set of all M • M(kl ,  11, kl, ll) such 
that M = M r onto the set of all pairs (P, P), where P • T(k,tl). Moreover if we let 
to*(M) = to(M) where we replace s/by y/, yj by xj, and tk by Yk, then by Theorem 
3.3(iii) and the weight preserving properties of 0, we have for all M • 
M(kl ,  11, kl, I1), where M = M r 
zd(M)~/to*(M) = z~(X(P))to(p), 
where 
O(M) = (P, P), d(M) = ~ M,,a + ~, x(M~ is odd), 
l~a~k 1 1,<~b~11 
and Z(P) = shape of P. But then it is easy to see that 
zC(X(v))to(P) = E zC(x )HSx(X l ,  " ' "  , Xk l ;  Y l ,  . . . , yh), 
P e T(k l,ll) ~. 
and 
E 
M~M(k l , l l , k l , l l )  
M=M T 
kl 1 /1 tl 1 
Za(M)Vto*(M) = H il--I1 (1 + zyi) YI 
/=1 1 - zxi -= j= l  I - yi 2 
l l I - I ( l+x /Y3  • 
x . .  1 - x/xj . • 1 - y/yj /,j 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Thus since 0 proves that the left hand sides of (3.3) and (3.4) are equal, (1.7) 
clearly follows. 
4. Bipermutation statistics and (k,/)-hook Schur functions 
In this section, we shall generalize the connections between pemutation 
statistics and Schur functions established by D6sarm6nien and Foata [4] to 
bipermutation statistics and (k,/)-hook Schur functions. These connections hall 
precede in three steps. 
First let us define a tableau T e Tk, t(3`) to be (k, l)-standard if 3, = kl + ll and 
the numbers 1 , . . . ,  k, i , . . . , i  each occur once and only once in T. We let 
ST(k,1)(ST(k,l)(3,)) denote the set of all (k, /)-standard tableaux (of shape 3,). 
Given a (k, /)-standard tableau T, we define the following 
Des(T) = {i < k I i + I is in a row below i in T}, 
Codes(T) = { 1 , . . . ,  k "  1 } - Des(T), 
Des(T) = {i < l I i + 1 is in a row below 7 in T}, 
Codes(T) = {1, . . . ,  l - 1} - Des(T). 
(4.1) 
In terms of these sets, we can define des(T), maj(T), des(T), maj(T), etc. just as 
we defined des(a), maj(o), des(a), maj(o), etc. for permutations in terms of 
Des(o), Codes(o), Des(o); and Codes(o), see Fig. 6. Moreover if we consider 
the 0 transformation for a o e B(kl, Ii, k2, 12), then it is easy to see that since all 
the entries in the bottom line are distinct, the result is just the usual 
RS-correspondence for permutations. Thus all the usual properties of RS- 
correspondence hold. In particular, the usual bumping path arguments in [16] and 
[17], will establish the following. 
Proposition 4.1. Let 
o=( l ' ' "  k2 i "'" 72 I eB(k , , l l ,  k2,12), 
O1 Ok 2 Ok2+l  Ok2+12]" 
and suppose O(o) = (P, Q). Then the following hold: 
(i) Des(o) = Des(Q), Codes(a) = Codes(Q), 
Codes(o) = Codes(Q), and 
(ii) Des(o -1) = Des(P), Codes(o -1) = Codes(P), 
Codes(o -1) = Codes(P). 
Des(o) = Des(Q) and 
Des(o -I) = Des(P) and 
Now based on Proposition 4.1 and our definition of P(kl,l~,k2,12), we immediately 
have 
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Proposition 4.2. For any kl, 11, k2, 12 with kl q- 11 = k2 + 12 = n > O, 
P(klllk212)(tl, ql,  t2, q2, Sl, Pl ,  S2, P2) 
(tl; ql)kl+s(S~; pl)h+l(t2; q2),~+~(S2; P )t2+l 
tdes(P) n maj (P)o e°des(P)r, eoma~ (P) 
"2 _.__~2 a2 k t 2 
(t2; q2)k2+l(S2; P2)/2+1 )< 
L, 
tdleS(Q)q~aj(Q)slC°d~(Q)plCO~(Q) 
(tG ql)kl+l(Sl; Pl)11+1 ' 
where the sum runs over all P e ST(k1, 11) and Q e ST(k2, 12) of the same shape. 
Moreover, it easily follows from Theorem 3.3 that if tre l(k,1 ) SO that tr = 0 -1, 
then 0(o) = (P, P) for some P e STfk, O and fix(a) = c(~.(P)). Thus in light of our 
definition of Q~k,1)(Zl, z2, t, q, s, p) and using the fact that Trans(o) = ½(k + l - 
fix(o)), we also have 
Proposition 4.3. For any k and I with k + I > O, 
Q(k,1)(Z1, Z2, t, q, s, p)= ~ ZCl(Z(P))z~2(k+l-c(~(P)))tdes(P)qmaj(P)sc°des(P)pc°maj(P) 
(t; q)k+l(S; P)/+I PeSTtk.O (t; q)k+~(S; P)I+I 
Our next step is to appropriately modify the coding of D6sarm6nien and Foata 
[4] so that we can calculate the type of generating functions which appear on the 
right hand side of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. To this end, we must first observe that 
we can define Schur functions and (k,/)-hook Schur functions via another set of 
tableaux. That is, it is well known that if we let Rx denote the set of fillings of Fx 
with nonnegative integers where the numbers weakly decrease in each row and 
strictly decrease in each column, then 
Sx(x)= ~ to(T), (4.2) 
TeRx 
where the weight of a tableau T is defined as before. That is, tableaux in Rx are 
defined precisely as regular column strict tableaux except that we reverse the 
inequalities. Thus for example, 
7 6 6 5 4  
4 3 2 2  
221  
is an element of R~5,4.3). We call the elements of Rx reverse column strict tableau. 
Reverse row strict tableau are defined in the obvious way and hence we can 
define (k, l)-reverse tableau T of shape ;t/# to consist of a tableau with entries 
from 1 , . . . ,  k, i , . . . ,  [ whose regular part is a reverse column strict tableau of 
shape fl/l~ for some /z <~ fl ~< Z and whose barred part is a reverse row strict 
tableau of shape Z/ft. We let l(k,l)(~) denote the set of (k, /)-reverse tableaux of 
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shape ~,//z. It then easily follows from (4.2) and (1.5) that 
HSx(x; y) = ~ to(T). (4.3) 
T ER(k,I)(~,) 
Now given a reverse (k, /)-tableau P, we code P as triple (T, F, f), where T is a 
(m, n)-standard tableau such that [Pr] =]Tr[ and IP l=lT l, and F and f are 
sequence of integers of length OPT] ad ]Phi respectively. Here for any tableau P, P~ 
and Pb denote the regular and barred parts of P respectively and ]P[ denotes the 
number of cells of P. We construct T from P as follows. First we consider the 
regular part of P and label the cells corresponding to P~ with 1 , . . . ,  ]P~] by 
starting with those cells of P which contain the largest element and labeling those 
cells from left to right, then labeling those cells containing the second largest 
element from left to right, etc. Next we consider the barred part of P and label 
the cells corresponding to Pb in a similar manner except that those cells which 
correspond to the same barred number in Pb are labeled from top to bottom. This 
4 3 
p= 2 2 
1 4 
3 1 31 i  
3 i 
1 
i 
R(4,5)(6, 4, 3, 3) 
( 1 2 3 7 z$1¢~ 
4 5"5"7 '  4332211 
6 2 8 , (I 
II 
T 
(T, 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 ,  
 443 1111) 
b 
max(P) = 
Des(T) = 
Codes(T) 
Des(T)  = 
Codes(T) 
max(P) - 
max(P)  = 
1 0 1 0  2 0 
7 
0 0 1 
4, E P = E ai =16,  max(P)  = 5, Y, P= ~ bi = 23, 
{3, 5}, des(T) = 2, maj(T) = 3 + 5 = 8, 
= {1, 2, 4, 6}, codes(T) = 4, comaj(r)  = 1 + 2 + 4 + 6 = 13, 
{2, 4, 6, 7, 8}, des(T)  = 5, maj(T)  = 2 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 8 = 27, 
= {1, 3, 5}, codes(T)  = 3, comaj(T)  = 1 + 3 + 5 = 9, 
e l+ - • -+ e7 = 4, E P=el+2e2+ •. • + 6e6 = 16, 
f~+- - -  +f9=5,  E P=~ +2f2+- • - +9f9=23. 
Fig. 6. 
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labeling should become clear from the example given in Fig. 6. Now suppose 
m = IPrl and n = Iebl, then we let al • • • am be the decreasing sequence such that ai 
equals the value in the cell of P which corresponds to the cell containing i in T 
and b l • • • b, be the decreasing sequence such tht/~i equals the value in the cell of 
P which corresponds to the cell containing ~ in T. Clearly we can recover P f rom 
the triple (T, 2,/~). Finally we construct ~ and f from ~ and /~ respectively by 
setting ei = ai - ai÷x for i ~< m - 1, em= am, fi = bi - b i+l  for i ~< n - 1, and 
f, = b,. Note that e~ + • • • + em = al is the maximum value of P which we denote 
by max(P) and e l+2e2+' - '+mem=a~"+am which we denote by EP.  
Similarly f~ +.  • • +f~ = bs which we denote by max(T) and f~ + 2)~ +- • - + nfn = 
bt+. - -+bn which we denote by ~P.  Again all this should be clear by 
considering the example in Fig. 6. 
Finally we note that under our coding, the fact that Pr is column strict will force 
that a~ >a~+l if i + 1 lies in a row below i in T so that e~ ~> 1 for i e Des(T). 
Similarly the fact that Pb is row strict will force that bi > bi+l if i + 1 lies in a 
column to the right of i in T so that f~/> 1 for i • Codes(T). 
This given, let 
HS(xm'n)(x1, • • • , Xk', Yl ,  " • • , Yl) -" to(T), (4.4) 
T e r(k,I)( )~ )
ITrl=m, ITbl=n 
and Hs~m'")(1,  • • • ,  qk-1,  1, . . . ,  p l -1 )  equal the result of replacing xj by qj-S and 
Yi by pi-1 in HSfxm'")(xl,..., Xk; y~, • • • ,  Yt)" Note that in our notation 
HSx(x~, . . . ,  Xk;Yx , . . . ,  Yl) = E Hs~m'~)(x~' " ' '  Xk;y l , . . . ,  Yl). 
n+m=lXJ (4.5) 
Our coding then allows us to prove the following. 
Theorem 4.4. 
E tdes(T)qmaj(r)se°de~<r)p=°m~l(T) 
r~sr(m,n)(x) (t; q )m+l(s ' ,p )n+l  
= ~,  tks 'HS~m'n)(1, .  . .  , qk; 1 , . . . ,  p l ) .  
k, l~O 
(4.6) 
Proof. Consider the following generating function 
S.__  _ _  
t - lq -ms- lp -n  E 
1 - t 1 - -  $ p~T(m,n)(x)  
tmax( P) q E P smax( B)p EP 
where 
IPrl = n I> 1, levi -- m/> 1, and k,  l >t O. Then on the one hand, S equals 
tks t ~ qEe-mpEP-nz(max(T)<~k + 1)x (max(T)<- I  + 1) 
k , l~O P e T(m'n)OL ) 
--" E tk$ lHS(m'n) (1 ,  " " " , qk ,  X,  . . . , p l ) .  
k , l~O 
T(m'n)(l~) equals the set of all (k ,  l)-semistandard tableaux P such that 
(4.7) 
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On the other hand, via our coding we have the S equals 
t-Xq-ms-lP-~ ~ E " " " E ~ " " " ~, tEelqEie'sE~p Eif~, 
1-  t 1 -s  resT(m,n)(~.) el em fl fn 
(4.8) 
where e i >1 x(i • Des(T)) for i < m, f//--> z(i • Codes(T)) for i < n, em >I 1, and 
fn ~> 1. Now the last summands in (4.8) become a product of geometric series of 
the form ~ ( tqi )  n and ~ (spO ~ so that one can easily check that (4.8) equals 
1 1 Z f i  (tqi)X(i~D~s(r))~-t (sp')X('~C°de~(T)) 
1 - t 1 - s r~sr<m,,)(Z)i=1 (1 -- tq 7) i=111 O:S---p~ (4.9) 
which sums to 
Z tdcs(r)qmaj(T)seodes(T)peOma|(r) 
(t, q)m+l(S; P),+X (4.10) T ~ST(m,n)(,~ ) 
Thus we have proved the theorem in the case where m, n >I 1. In the case where 
m = 0 and n I> 1, the same type of proof will show the right- and left hand side of 
(4.6) equals 
$1 1 s-ap-n 
1- t  1 -s  Per(O,.)(z) 
tmax(P) qE e s.~.(e) p E P, 
where we interpret max(P) = E P to be 0. Similarly in the case where m i> 1 and 
n = 0, (4.6) results from evaluating 
$2 -- 
t - lq  -m 1 
1 -- t 1 - s per(..o)(x) 
tmax(P) q E e s---(e) p E P, 
where we interpret max(P) = E P to be 0. [] 
5. Derivation of our main results 
Except for the complication due to the number of variables, the proof Theorem 
2.1 is now straightforward. That is, we start with 
Z un Z AklBllCk2Dl2 
n~O k l+ l l=n  
k2+12=n 
and use Proposition 4.2 to get 
P(ka, ll,k2,12)(tl, ql, t2, q2, 81, Pa, SE, P2) 
(q; qx)kl+x(Sl; Pl)h+l(t2; q2)k2+l(S2; q2)12+1' 
(5.1) 
where 
Z U n 
n~O 
A klnl'Ck2D12 ~ ~ ~ xl(P)x2(Q), 
k l + l l-~n k l- n P ¢ST(k l,I1)( 21,) Q•ST(k2,12)(X ) 
k2+12=n 
t~cs(P)q~JO')s~(V)p~(e) 
xl(P) = (q;qx)k,+a(sX;pl),,+l 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
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and x2(Q) is defined similarly except with subindices 2 replacing subindices 1 in 
(5.3). Rearranging the sum and using Theorem 4.4, we can show (5.3) equals 
where 
~U TM ~ Ak'BI'Ck2D12YI(~.)Y2(Z), (5.4) 
~, k l+ l l= lX I  
k2+12 = 13.1 
YI ( ,~)  = ~ ~'sb 'HS~k" l ' ) (1 ,  . . . , q~' ;  1,  . . . , pb l ' ) ,  (5.5) 
al,bl~O 
and Y2().) again comes from Yx(A) by changing subindices. Once again changing 
the order of summation, we get 
where 
talobl~,a2,.b2 ~ U I~'1 
~1 °1  ~2 02 
al,bl,a2,b2~O 
Ak,Bl, Ck2Ol2HS~k"~')(1)HS~k2'12)(2), (5.6) 
kl+l l=t~. l  
k2+12=lXI 
HS~k"l')(i) =HS~k"/')(1,..., q~'; 1 , . . . ,  p/b,), i=  1, 2. (5.7) 
Using our proof of (1.6) via the 0 transformation where we replace xi by V~Axi, 
si by V~Bs~, Yi by V~Cy~ and ti by V~Dt~ plus (4.5), we have 
U TM ~ Ak'BllCk2Dl2HS~k"lD(x;s)HS~k2"12)(y;t) 
~. k1+11=1~.1 
k2+/2 = I).1 
1 1 
--" I-Ii,j ]" -- uACxiyj ~.  1 - uBOsitj I-Ii,i (1 + uADxitj) I-Ii,j (1 + uBCyisi). 
Then using (5.8) with the appropriate substitutions to replace the 
summand of (5.6), we then see that (5.6) equals 
(5.8) 
second 
~l Ol~al'b'~'a2"b2"2°2 (-uAD; ql, P2)a,+l,be+l(-uBC, q2, Pl)a2+l,b,+, 
al,bl,a2,b2~ 0 (uA C ; q,, q2)ox+ ,,o2+ i(uBD ; Pl, P2)b,+ l,b2+ l 
(5.9) 
This gives Theorem 2.1. 
We can derive Theorem 2.2 by an entirely similar process. That is, we start 
un ~ Aknl Q(k,l)(Z,, Z2, t, q, s, p) 
naO k+l=n (t; q)k+l(S; P)/+I 
(5.10) 
Then we use Proposition 4.3 to replace (5.10) by 
z ~( X( e ) ) z ~(n -¢( z( e ) ) )t~s( P) qmaj( e) sc~(  e )p e~mi( e )
U n ~ AkBI~ ~ (t',q)k+l(S,p)l+l 
n~O k +l=n ~.l-n PeST(t,t)(Z ) 
(5.11) 
Again rearranging the sum and using Theorem 4.4, we can replace (5.11) by 
(uV~2),x, ~ AkBl(zl/Vr~2)c(x) ~ t~sbHS~k,l)(l, . . . , qa; l, . . . , pb). (5.12) 
k+l={~.{ a,b~O 
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Then changing the order of summation, we get 
t~s b ~,(u.k/-~z),xt ~ AkBl(za/V~z)~(x)HS~k,O(1,... ,qa;1 ' . . . ,pb) .  (5.13) 
a,b>~O 2~ k+l=l~.l 
Now we can use our proof of (1.7) where we replace x~ by uV~2Axi, Yi by 
uV~2By i, and z by Zl/V~2 to show that 
Z (U~2)IxI(zI/~2) c(x) Z AkBIsS~k'l)( x; Y) 
~. k+l=l~l  
1 1 
=l~I. 1 UAZlXiI-X(l+uBzlyJ)iI~<jl __ -- U2z2A 2xixj • j " . 
1 I-I (1 + u2z2ABxiyj). x ~ 1 - u2z2B2yiYj i,j (5.14) 
Finally using (5.14) with the appropriate substitutions to replace the second 
summand of (5.13) yields 
t~s b (-uzxB; P)b+l(-U2z2AB; q, P)a+l,b+l 
a,b~O (uz1A;  q)a+l  I-Io~i<i<~a (1 - uZz2A2qi+ 0 IIo<-i<-mb (1 - u2z2B2pi+ 0" 
(5.15) 
6. Duality 
The reade:r may have observed that formulas (1.6) and (1.7) which we used to 
prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 are the direct (k,/)-hook Schur functions analogues 
of the Schur function identities (1.1) and (1.3). Now D6sram6nien and Foata 
show that exploiting the duals of (1.1) and (1.3), namely the Schur function 
identities (1.2) and (1.4) respectively, give rise to new generating functions. It is 
thus natural to ask if it is possible to exploit (k,/)-hook Schur function analogues 
of (1.2) and (1.4) to derive new generating functions for statistics on bipermuta- 
tions. There are (k,/)-hook Schur functions analogues of (1.2) and (1.4), and we 
shall see that exploiting these identities does, in fact, give rise to new generating 
functions for other 12-variate distributions for bipermutations. Fortunately we do 
not have to repeat he steps we just did to derive these new generating functions. 
Instead, we need only apply the duality for (k,/)-hook Schur functions first 
observed by Berele and Regev [1] and proved bijectively by Remmel in [14]. 
Namely, 
HSx(xl, • • •, Xk; yl, • • •, yt) = HSx,(y~, • ,. •, Yl; x , , . . . ,  Xk). (6.1) 
Using (6.1), it is easy to derive the following analogues of (1.2) and (1.4) from 
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(1.6) and (1.7) 
1 1 
EHSx(x ;s )HSx , (y ; t )=F I  (1 "~'xiYj) I - I (1  " lLs i t j )~I  -x t ] -  ~ , 
)~ i,j i,j i,j 1 -- i j i,k 1 --  yisj  
z'(X)HSx(x; Y) = 1F-I/ 1 1 1 x 1 zy~ I-[ (1 + zx~) I-[ [ I  1--[ (1 + xiy]). 
• - s i<s 1 - YiYs i<~j 1 - xix s ij 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
To exploit (6.2) and (6.3), we need only observe that if Q is a (k, /)-standard 
tableau and QT is the transpose of Q, i.e., the (k, /)-standard tableau that results 
from flipping Q above its main diagonal, then 
Des(Q) = Codes(QT), Codes(Q) = Des(QT), 
Des(Q) = Codes(QT), Codes(Q) = Des(QT). 
(6.4) 
This given, it is then easy to see that if we define 
R(kl&,k2,12)(tl, ql, t2, q2, Sl, Pl, s2, P2) 
= t~°aes(°)p~°m~i(°)S~(°)p~J(°)ti2des(O)qi~aj(O)S~(O)p~(o) ' 
then it follows from Proposition 4.1 that 
(6.5) 
Proposition 6.1. For any kl ,  ll, k2, 12 with k l  -F 11 = k2 + 12 = n > O, 
R(k~,h,k2,12)(tl, q  t2, q2, Sl, Pl ,  S2, P2) 
(tl; ql)k1+ 1(S1; el)h+ 1(t2; q2)k2+ 1(S2; P2)/2+ 1
~des(P)~raaj(P),,eod~(P).~eom~l(P) ~des(Q),..maj(Q)oeod~l(Q)~eom~(Q) 
-" E ~2 1"/2 °2 / /2  ~1 ~1 °1 / /2  
(t2;q2)k2+l(s2;P2)l:+l (tl;ql)k~+l(Sl;Pl)h+l ' 
where the sum runs over all P ~ ST(k~,h) and Q e ST(k2,12 ) such that 3,(P)' = )~(Q). 
We can now follow the exact same steps as in Section 5 with Proposition 6.1 
replacing Proposition 4.2 and (6.4) replacing (1.6) to derive the following 
Theorem 6.2. 
n>~O kl+ll~-n 
k2+ll=n 
AklBllCk2Dl2 R(kl,ll,k2,1z)(tl, qz, t2, q2, Sl, PI, S2, P2) 
(tl; q 1)k1+ 1(sl; el)h+ 1(t2, q2)k2+1(S2; P )/2+1 
-- ~ "l"'°bl'~2°b2 (- -uAC; ql' qz)"l+Z'a2+l(--uBD; pl '  '2 oz (6.6) 
.l,b2,.2,b: (uAD; ql, p2).l+l,b2+l(uBC;pl, q2)bl+1,.~+l 
We note that one can specialize the variables in (6.6) to yield generating 
functions for permutation statistics just as we did for (2.5). However as the reader 
can easily check, we do not get any new generating functions. However we can 
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derive the following facts about distribution of statistics for permutations from the 
fact that all these generating functions have the same form. 
Theorem 6.3. For any n and 0 <<- k <~ n, 
E 
deS,, 
d l~."~d k 
S eodes>k(d)p comaj >j(d)tides(d) qimaj(d) 
E 
deS,, 
dn _k  + l > " " >dn 
E 
deS. 
d l> ' ">d k 
Y. 
oeS. 
dn _k  + l < .  . .dO n 
sdes<"-k(O)pmaj<n-~(°)ti~°des(°)qiC°maj(°) 
S deS>k (d)p maj >k (o)ticodes(o)qicomaj (a)
scodes<.-k( O)p comaj<n-k( a)tidcs( o) qimaj( o). 
Here deS>k(cr), maj>k(cr), codes<k(cr) and comaj<k(cr) are defined by the 
obvious analogues with (2.6). 
Theorem 6.4. For any n and 0 <- k <- n, 
Y_ 
aeS,, 
s codes>k ( O )p COmaj> k( o ) ticodes( O) qiCOmaj ( o ) 
E 
oeS. 
dn_k+l>' ">dn 
Y. 
o es. 
d l>" '>O k 
E 
a eSn 
an_k+l<'"<On 
sdes<n-k(°)pmaj<n-k(o)tides(O)qimaj(°) 
sdeS>k(O)pmaj>k(o)tides(O)qirnaj(o) 
scodes<.-k( O)p COrnaj<.-k( O) tcodes( O) qiCOmaj( o). 
Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 can be given bijective proofs by using properties of the 
Robinson-Schensted correspondence. For those familiar with the RS- 
correspondence, it is well known there are two types of insertion algorithms 
which give rise to a correspondence b tween permutations and pairs of standard 
tableaux, namely row insertion and column insertion. Now let r(P, Q) denote the 
permutation which corresponds to the pair of standard tableaux (P, Q) under row 
insertion and c(P, Q) denote the permutation which corresponds to (P, Q) under 
column insertion. Then if Q is standard tableau where 1 , . . . ,  k lies in the first 
row, then one can show that the maps r(P,Q)-~c(pT, QT), r(P, Q)-~ 
r(pT, Qr), and r(P, Q)-~ c(P, Q) will establish that the first summand of (6.3) is 
equal to the second, third, and fourth summands of (6.3), respectively. Theorem 
6.3 can be proved similarly. 
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Next, if we define 
S(k.l)(Z1, Z2, t, q, S, p ) -~ E .~Fix(o).~trans(a)+codes(o)~cornaj(o)..i~(o).~immj(o) ~'1 1"2 ~ tt a tl 
oEl(k,l) 
it is again easy to use Proposition 4.1 and (6.4) to prove that 
S(k,I)(Z1, Z2, t, q, S, p)  E Zrl(~(P))z~(k+l-r(~(P)))tdes(P)qmaj(P)sC°des(P)Pe°maJ(P) 
(t,q)k+l(S,p)l+l PEST(k , I )  (t',q)k+l(S,p)l+l ' 
(6.7) 
from which we can derive the following via (6.3) 
Theorem 6.5. 
u ~ ~ AkB, S(k,t)(Zl, z2, t, q, s, p) 
n~O k+l=n ( t ;q )k+l (S ;p ) l+ l  
= ~ tasb  (-UZlA;q)a+l(UZ2AB;p,q)b+l,a+l 
a,b>~O (uzlB;p)b+, I'Io<~i<~i<~a (1-- u2z2A2qi+J) l-Io<~i<i<~b (1-- u2z2B2pi+j)" 
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